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INTRODUCTION

Structural molecular biology is first and =foremost an experi-
mental science. This is quite understandable. as long as we did
not know what is the structure of enzymes how could we ask ques-
tions on how do they obtain their structure or how is their struc-
ture determining their catalytic function? However, as our know-
ledge of facts about biological structures grows now at a temendous
rate, there is an ever�growing need to apply theory, and calcula-
tions hased on theory, to supplement the*experimenta%jstudy of
structural molecular biology. "�

The potential energy of intra- and-inter�molecular interactions
is one of the central concepts in a theoretical approach to problems
of structure and function in biology. what do we know about the
molecular potential energy in biomolecules and related organic
compounds? Where does this knowledge come from? How reliable or
approximate is it? This is our first subject. We then will ask
what are the potentialities and limitations of its uses? How do we
relate the potential energy to experimental data on_structural,
dynamic and thermodynamic properties of molecules? What are the
theoretical considerations and which are the computational algori-
thms available? Finally,;we shall point out the advantages of an
objective search tor energy functions and energy parameters, and of
establishing a "bench-mark� for comparing alternative force fields.
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INTRA-MOLECULAR.POTENTIAL ENERGY FUNCTIONS

discussion of the use of potential energy func-
tions in structural biology by a concise review of the quantum
mechanical and the empirical basis of our qualitative understandingand quantitative determination of the potential functions of mole-
cular interactions. This is necessary because an intelligent and
useful application of potential functions in biology requires a
feeling for the power and limitations of both the theoretical and
the empirical approach, and for the complex and subtle nature of
their interrelations.

We start our

The nature of molecular forces is in principle well understood,
thanks to quantum mechanics, which "made theoretical chemistry a
branch of applied mathematics" according to the famous exaggeration
by Dirac. atoms and molecules are made of nuclei and electrons,
and therefore the potential energy of interatomic and intermolecular
interactions originates from the Coulomb (electrostatic) interactions

(1)vfloulomb = E .3. Eiajlrij
ectrons which form the atomic and molecular

assemblies. The dynamic behavior of such assemblies is, however,
um mechanics, i.e. by the Schrbdingercontrolled by the laws of quant 

f the Hamiltonian of the
equation, in which the kinetic energy osystem becomes a differential operator while the potential energy
is given by Eq. (l), and the eigenvalues represent the energy states
of the system. an exact solution of the Schrhdinger equation is
available only for very few simple models, and various approximations
have been introduced for treating more complicated cases. Among

(BU) approximation is of great impor
for the understanding of the nature of potential functions and their
application. It is based on the fact that electrons are lighter
than nuclei by several orders of magnitude (the mass of a proton is
m2UOU times the mass of an electron). The E0 approximation treats
the Schrodinger equation on two levels: electronic and nuclear.

s that the nuclei are at rest and
behavior of the electrons in the

* Thus the electronic
functions of the molecular

at the first level one assume
considers the quantum mechanical

"external" field of the nuclear charges.
eigenvalues are considered as continuous

*This is indeed a very good approximation, as can be seen from the
spectra of molecules. The frequencies of electronic transitions
are orders of magnitude higher than those of molecular vibrations.
Consequently, the nuclei may be considered stationary on the time
scale of electronic vibrations.
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structure, where the molecular str
Cartesian coordinates of the atoms, or alternatively by the internal
coordinates (bond lengths, bond angles and torsional angles) of the
molecular systems. In other words, for electronic states of a mole-cule, the energy of the tnolecule is represented in the B0 approxi-
mation by the so-called "energy surface", or �EornrOppenheimer
surface" of the molecule. The lowest &#39;

ucture is represented by the

Oppenheimer approximation, the
on for the dynamic behavior of

the kinetic energy for the atoms of the
and of the B0 surface as the

. Thus the B0 potential
potential of atomic inter-actions. The empirical and semi-empirical energy functions used in

energy calculations in chemistry and molecular biology are, from the
quantum mechanical point of view, approximations to the E0 surface.
There is, therefore, no sound theoretical basis for the common be-
lief that empirical potentials are "classical", as against ab initio
and other molecular orbital calculations which are "quantum mecha-
nical�. The true distinction between these concepts or approaches
is that molecular orbital calculations produce approximate values
of points on the B0 surface, i.e. aim at the first level of the B0
approximation, while empirical functions are approximations to the
30 potential energy surface, i.e. aim at the second level of the B0
approximation.

Quantum chemistry of semi�empirical and ab initio methods have
advanced during the years, improving the solutions of the Schr
equation in the B0 approximation for small and medium
of up to about l0-20 atoms, with the aid of
spending sufficient computer time, it is possible now to obtain a
numerical mapping of B0 surfaces. However, quantum chemistry is
incapable, at least in the foreseeable future, to yield mathematical
analytical description of B0 surfaces of polyatomic molecules, and
this is, as we shall see below, the reason for the need for and
importance of empirical potential energy functions.
how the various energy potentials use
been derived, either from theoretical
empirical considerations.

bdinger
sise molecules

modern computers. By

quantum mechanical or from
We shall start with the bond potential.



The Bond Potential

VM(b) = D[exp(-a(b-bD))-l]2-D (2)
where D, H and b0 are adaptable constant parameters. VM(b) has a
minimum, �D, at b0 and vanishes at b=m, thus identifying D and ho
with the equilibrium bond energy and bond length, respectively.
Mbrse solved the Schrhdinger equation for the atomic nuclei (the
second level of the Born�Uppenheimer approximation). He obtained,
using only one more adaptable parameter, a �
for the whole molecular vibration spectrum
including its anharmonic overtones and
conspicuous success of the merger of
nical considerations.

3&#39;
combinations, a unique and

empirical and quantum mecha-

although the Horse potential was derived for
only, it probably describes fairly well the potential of the chemical
bond in polyatomic molecules as well. However, the variabilit of
the chemical bonds has a very narrow range,nf the order nf 0_ _
Therefore, for applications to structural molecular biology, chemi-
cal bonds may be assumed as rigid, or else a quadratic (harmonic)
approximation to the bond potential is amply sufficient

vbond = %�Kb(b"bo)2 (3)
where Kb is related to the parameters of the Norse potential by
Kb=2Dd2. This is not the case when vibrational spectra are con-
cerned. Here the Horse potential is significantly superior over
the harmonic potential.

diatomic molecules

30 Surfaces of Polyatomic Molecules: Bond angles and Torsional angles

Bond angles variability is much more important to structural
the variability of bond lengths,
ic presentation of bond angle

energy potentials has been offered as yet. However, quantum mecha-
nics has given us a comprehensive conceptual insight into the nature
of the forces which determine bond angles and their variability.
Thanks to quantum mechanics we know that atoms tend to have closed
valence electron shells; that bonds are formed by bond orbitals of
valence electron pairs, one electron pair for each valence; that
electrons in the closed valence shells which do not participate in
chemical bonds appear always in pairs, and that these "lone pair
electrons" form "lone pair orbitals" which resemble to some extent
bond orbitals. We know that the regions of lowest energy on the B0



surface, which belong to
molecules, possess certain s
bond orbitals, whose origin
orbitals. We shall now see how
and the torsional angles.

is the mutual repulsion between adjacent
these trends affect the bond angles

The Bending Potential

The angles between b
tially determined by the

onds connected to a given atom are essen-
tendency of the bonds to be as far apart

as possible. Thus, if only two bond orbitals are connected to a
single atom, as in BeH2, they will be colinear. Similarly, threeorbitals connected to an atom are always coplanar, with bond angles
of around 120°. Each bond angle separately would tend to increase,but since it is impossible for one of the three bond_angles in theplane to increase without decreasing the others, the minimum of the
total bending potential energy is reached when the three bond angles
are about equal. (The angles would be exactly equal for idential
bonds, as one would expect to observe in CH,). Similarly, fourbonds connected to an atom form a tetrahedral structure*, with all
six angles between the four bonds equal to the tetrahedral anglelU9,é?° when the four bonds are identical, as is the case in C�a.
Deviations from the tetrahedral angle occur when the four bonds are
not equal, as is the case in most tetrahedral carbon atoms. (The
deviations_are usually small, 2 to 3°, unless the molecule isstrained by other forces, as is the case in a number of ring mole-
cules, like cyclobutanc, cyclodecane and other cycloalkanes, where
the closure of the ring imposes significant deviations from thetetrahedral angles, or in overcrowded molecules like tri-tertiarybutyl�methane. In the same way, when five bonds are connected to
an atom, as in pentavalent phosphorus compounds, three bonds arecoplanar (equatorial) and two are perpendicular to the plane oi the
others (axial). This is the highest symmetry available for such a
structure, and the fact that it is an energy minimum point can be
derived from_symmetry considerations.

lone pairs of electrons
two DH bonds in the water

ne pairs of

Deviations from these rules occur when
form bond�like orbitals. For example, the
molecule form an angle of 105°, but there are two lo
electrons which are connected to the oxygen atom and form lobeswhich behave like chemical bonds in the sense that they repel each
other and the adjacent DH bonds. Thus, the two OH bonds and the
two lone pairs form a tetrahedral structure around the oxygen atom.Similarly, the three NH bonds and the one lone pair of NH3 form a
tetrahedral structure, so that NH3iS pyramidal, not planar.

hat the central atom is considered to
ron while the 4 atoms bonded to it

__.__?.:_:�:sTetrahedral structure means t
be at the centre of a tetrahed
are located at the vertices.
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Thus, the qualitative nature of the intramolec
energy may be considered to be well understood.
still unable to describe this energy quantitatively.
the common empirical representation of
polyatomic molecule is given in terms of the deviation of the bond
angles 3 from the "equilibrium value" or "reference value" Bo, and
is usually assumed to be quadratic, i.e. of the form

l_ __ _ 2vangle(B) _ 2 KE(3 ac)

Therefore,
the bending potential of a

(4)

where K3 is the "bending�force constant�, a term taken from the
theory of vibrational spectra, and do is the reference angle. The
reference angle is assumed to be 120° for coplanar trivalent struc-
tures and lO9.&?° for tetrahedral structures; alternatively, Go may
be used as an adaptable parameter, like Kg, where the values are
adapted to give the best fit with the experimental data.

By definition, this empirical potential
deviations from the equilibrium angle.
those mentioned above for some cyclodeca
satisfactory. Unfortunately, various efforts to replace it by some
better functions have not so far been particularly successful. It
is, however, worth bearing these limitations in mind.

is good for small
For larger deviations, like
ne molecules, it is not

The Torsional Potential
___.c__________c________

when a bond connects two polyatomic groups in a molecule, as
for example the C�C bond in CH3-CH3, it serves as an axis for the
rotation of the two groups relative to each other.
is called internal rotation, and the angle of intern
called torsional angle (or also dihedral angle). The torsional
potential is due to repulsive interactions between the orbitals of
the two groups. when they are nearest, e.g. in the
of ethane, the potential is highest.
the "staggered" state,

Such a rotation

"eclipsed" state
When they are farthest, as in

the potential is lowest. Much is known about
the torsional potential in hydrocarbons, mainly due to Pitaerz inhonor of whom it is often called "the Pitaer potential". The simple
empirical form of the torsional potential is

._1VtDrSiDn(¢) - 2 K¢(l+C0S �(¢ $0)? (5)

is the height of the potential,
e reference angle where Vg is maria

For tetrahedral carbons, as for example in the alkane chains
--«�CH2-CH2�--« occuring in many R groups of amino acids, Kg is about
w3kcal and the periodicity is 3. The potential is very high, K¢=méU
kcalfmole and the periodicity is n=2 for rotation around the double
bond -C=C� as in ethylene and its derivatives. The peptide bond
C&#39;:: N in proteins is known to have a partial double bond character

where ¢ is the torsional angle, K�
n is its periodicity, and $0 is t
IIHEIH .
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eight is about 20 kcalfmole, with n=2.
nal potentials of the two other bonds

and Cu�C&#39; are very low, because

and its torsional potential h
On the other hand, the torsio
of the backbone of proteins, H-3�
only the orbitals around C� form a tetrahedral structure, while the
orbitals around C� and N are planar, the first because of the double
bond C&#39;=0, and second because of the partial double bond character
of the C&#39;:: N bond. In fact, little is known about these torsional
potentials,and even the periodicity and location of the minima are
disputable.

Out�of�Plane Torsion

When three bond orbitals are confined to be planar, as are
the bonds around the ethylenic double�bonded carbons, or the bonds
around the C� and N which form the planar peptide unit, there is a
force which resists the distortion of the planar structure. The
out�of-plane torsion can be envisaged as the angle X between the 3
planes through the points (l,2,3) and (l,2,4) in the structure l=2C£,
which intersect along the axis l=2. The potential of such out�of�
plane distortion_may be represented, for small angles, by

l 2V = H-K 6X 2 X x ( )
Spectroscopic
�x is about the sa
C=C double bond. It has been noted that the peptide bon
is often distorted, i.e. values of the torsional angle M of the
peptide bond up to around lD° may occur as a result of internal
strains in the molecule. Out�of�plane distortions of the peptide
bond are as likely and as abundant as those of the torsional dis-

analysis of ethylenes tells us that the stiffness of
me as that of Ug for rotational torsion of the

in proteins

tortions.

The Nonrbonded Intramolecular Potential

oms in a large molecule which
are close to each other but not linked by chemical bonds constitute
the last contribution in our list of intramolecular interactions.
These are, however, not different by their nature from the inter-
molecular interactions. Indeed the study of intermolecular inter-.
actions in gases and crystalshas been a rich and reliable source of
information about these interactions, since in the study of inter-
molecular interactions the intramolecular energy may be neglected
in many instances, when the molecular structure may be considered
to be rigid so that the intramolecular energy remains constant.
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.3. Waals interactions are repul

INTERMDLECULAR POTENTIAL ENERGY FUNCTIONS
________H_________m__l_________u______.____

Intermolecular interactions, like the intramolecular inter-
actions,are of electrostatic origin. We distinguish between electro-
static interactions between charged or polar groups, which
obey the Coulomb law, and other interactions which exist always,
even in completely non�polar molecules. The latter are often called
van der Waals interactions because Van der Waals was the first to
estimate them quantitatively in his famous study of the deviations
of real gases from the Boyleé�ariot law of ideal gases. Van der

sive at the short range of atomic conr
tacts, and attractive at long range.

The Attractive Dispersion Force

The quantum mechanical
derived by Londona,
rather elaborate, its physical basis and
are rather simple and clear. Consider two electro�neutral atoms at
a distance long enough so that their electron clouds do not overlap.
At first approximation the electrostatic force between them is zero.
However, the electrons of both atoms are in constant motion and
therefore possess instantaneous, fluctuating, dipole moments whose
magnitude depends on the atomic polarizabilities. The fluctuating
dipoles of the two atoms interact with each other, thus producing a
net attractive force. London showed that the energy function of
this attraction at a distance r has the form of the power series

6

qualitative explanation

V =-Cir - C&#39;fr8 � C�IrlULondon ... &#39;(?)

where the first term is the leading one at large enough distances.
An extensive literature existscnithe so�called dispersive or London
attraction potential. various theoretical derivations for the
coefficient C have been proposed, and the one best fitting to experi-
ments on noble gasses (within 15-202) is that due to Slater and
Kirkwood�

C = (3ehf2mElXa,b 2)aa�b[(uafNa)lX2 + (ubxNb)lf2}_l (8)
where e, h and me are universal constants, a and b denote the kinds
of atoms, H their polarizabilities, and N their number of electrons
(preferably only p electrons) in the outer shell. London&#39;s theory
is strictly speaking applicable to pairs of atoms with spherically
symmetric distribution of electrons. However its importance goes
far beyond this limitation. Since dispersion forces are pair�wise
(approximately) additive, they are the basis of our understanding
of the intermolecular forces which hold molecules of solids and
liquids together, as well as the intramolecular forces between non-
bonded atomsin polyatomic molecules. It has been consequently
generally assumed, although never rigorously proved, that dispersion

-
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ieculesIn the molecule atoms are defined asnon-bonded, for both the attractive and the repulsive interactionsif they are separated by at least 3 or 4

its disadvantage &#39;
justification and
have compared the

The root mean
tion (9) was

the use of
the overall

ent was 3.
Equation(l0) was u
fied depends on es

252 when Equa
sad! Whether
timates of

The Repulsive Force
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are not a simple matteravoided this difficult &#39;the Van der we y in his classical study of-interactions, by proposing the empirical formulafor such interactions, now known as the Lennard�Jones potential
n 6VLJ(r) � Afr - C/r (12)

where A and n are empir&#39;

10
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The Three�Body Force

Intermolecular forces are commonly believed to be pair-wise
additive. That is, the energy of an assembly of atoms or molecules
is equal to the sum of the interaction energies of all pairs of
interacting particles. However, this assumption has been challenged.
It is certainly not strictly valid for condensed systems, namely
also for systems of interest in molecular biology. The reason is
that when an atom is polarised simultaneously by two other neigh-
bouring atoms, its polarization is proportional to the vectorial
sum of the electrostatic forces, thus the dispersion energy of
three neighbouring atoms must depend not only on the three inter-
atomic distances but also on the three angles between them.
According to Axilrod and Teller?, this three body interaction
potential, namely the correction to the pairwise additive potential
energy of the dispersion interaction,is

�-3V = C bC(l+3 cos�a cosd ) (15)
3 a

where Cabc is a constant and the r&#39;s and �&#39;s are the sides and
angles of the triangle formed by the atoms a,b and c. While it is
common practice to neglect this term in calculations of non~bonded
interactions, we should realize that they are by no means always
negligibly small. For example, Kestner and Sinanoglu� concluded
that three body forces reduced the dispersion interaction between
base pairs in the DNA double helix by 28%.

8b C05 cxrabracrbc

Electrostatic Interactions

Most chemical bonds are not purely covalent, but possess a
partial electrostatic character. Whenever the electronegativiti�� Of
two bonded atoms are different, the charge distribution of the
bonding electrons is shifted partly towards the more electronegative
atom, thus making the total charge (nucleusand electrons) in the
vicinity of this atom equivalent to a partial negative charge, while
the less electronegative atom obtains a partial positive charge.
The detailed charge distribution may be obtained from the wave
functions of the Schrhdinger equation. However, the calculation
of electrostatic interactions from continuous charge distributions

is extremely cumbersome, involving multidimensional integrals.
Since the available solutions to the Schrddinger equation are
approximate and so are the charge distributions, there is no reason
to attempt such calculations. A major simplification of the problem
is obtained if the continuous charge is represented approximately
by point charges located on the atoms. This is done, for example,
by the so called Mulliken population analysisg, where the charges
in a given molecular orbital are assigned to the individual atoms,
according to the extent to which the atomic orbitals of each atom
contribute to the molecular orbital. There is a vast literature on

the Mulliken analysis of various molecules, and also on other similar
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methods. Unfortunately, the partial charges thus obtained depend
heavily on the method or the type of approximation employed. For
example, Mulliken population analysis of ab initio calculations
yields widely different values of the partial charges when different
basis sets are used in amidesln and carboxylic acidsl�all. They
all indicate, however, that electrostatic interactions between
partial charges are an important part of the non�bonded inter-
actions, in particular in molecules such as are the subject of
structural molecular biology, in which highly polar bonds and
groups are abundant. L

The electrostatic potential energy of interaction between the
partial charges qi is given by the Coulomb law

=-L E qiqj - (16)
electrostatic 2 . . r..

1:3 lJ &#39;

where rij is the distance between atoms i and j. For intermolecular
interactions the summation is obviously over the atoms i of one
molecule and j of the other. For intramolecular interaction one
is confronted with a difficulty:_If the summation would extend over
all pairs i,j (inj), the electrostatic forces would be considered
as if they acted even between bonded atoms, over and above the bond
potential, which would make little sense. On the other hand, if
the definition of non�bondedness for Van der Waals interactions is
adopted also for electrostatic interactions, namely, the summation
extends over atoms separated by, say at least 3 consecutive bonds,
then the interacting atoms do not obey electroneutrality (for
example this rule would retain only H---H interactions in ethane).
There is not, as yet, an agreed solution for this difficulty.

4

Equation (16) represents electrostatic interactions in vacuum,
i.e. the dielectric constant has been given the value e=l. Some
authors have used tel, arguing that interactions in a polarizable
medium are weaker than in vacuum. This argument seems, however, to
be based on a misconception. when the charge�carrying atoms cons-
titute the medium, then their interaction mnst be considered as
interaction in vacuum. Thus intramolecular interactions or inter-
molecular interactions in crystals must be represented by Equation
(16) with E=l. On the other hand intermolecular electrostatic
interactions between molecules dissolved in a solvent of dielectric"
constant E must be reduced by a factor E if (and only if) the solvent
is considered as a continuous medium. The problem of the meaning
of a dielectric medium at microscopic distances is very complex and
could not be discussed here.

The following Gedanken Experiment will support this
view: Consider a molecular crystal whose molecules carry
atomic partial charges qi; assume that the molecules have
no permanent dipole moments or that their dipole moments

12



are fixed in the crystal. The dielectric constant E of
the crystal is then determined only by the polarizability
of the molecules.

Imagine now that it would be possible to freeze the
polarizability and then release it at will. When it is
frozen then E=l and when it is released then ¬>l. In the

first case Equation (16) is certainly valid. If in the
second case the electrostatic energy would be.devided by
E>l then it would be smaller if the total sum would be

positive, and larger (smaller in absolute value) if the
sum would be negative. However, when the frozen polari-
sability is released, the crystal adapts spontaneously
to the gained freedom, and may respond only by decreasing
the total electrostatic energy in both cases!

The Hydrogen Bond

The hydrogen bond is a special case of electrostatic inter-
actions. It is special in several ways. First, it is ubiquitous
in biological structures, on the molecular level as well as on
higher levels of structural biology, and plays a very important
role in controlling biological specificity and life processes.
Second, it is one of the strongest among nonebonded interactions,
if strength of interaction is to be evaluated by the ratio of
attractive energy to number of atoms involved. It is comparable
in strength with the salt bridge which is, however, much less
abundant. It is also special in that although it has been recog-
nized about SU years ago, the question whether it is merely a
strong non�bonded interaction or whether it is more like a weak
chemical bond has been the subject of some controversy or soul
searching until recently.

Molecular orbital calculations attributed for a long time
to the hydrogen bond a significant quantum mechanical effect of
"charge transfer� indicating a chemical bond character12._ Such
calculations have been recently revised, using extended basis sets.
The result has been the reduction of the estimates of the.covalent

character of the hydrogen bond in water for example, from about
10 kcalfmole to about 1-2 kcalfmole13*1�.

From the point of view of potential energy calculations, the
question has been whether a special potential function is required
to represent the hydrogen bond, or whether it could be adequately
represented by the functions of Van der Waals and electrostatic
interactions. In the past, various functions were introduced to

-.-_- - -�.-...... .. _,,.,_ __._ __
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distances andfor
here except to state thatthese were arbitrary guesses not based on theoretical considerations.A closer analysis of the experimental behaviour of the hydrogen

bond, however, showed that electrostatic and Van der Waals none
bonded interaction potentials are both necessary and sufficient to
represent the hydrogen bondl°�l1. (See below).

The Total Energy of Molecular Systems: Aditivity and Transferability
Summing up the above discussion

inter�molecular energy potentials we
though seemingly self�evident assumption,
energy of a molecular system is the sum
energy functions reviewed above,

now the important
that the total potential

of all the various potential
namely that

= + V + V . + V +g .,_vtotal Evbond 2 angle E torsion E LJ ?velectrostatic+
(1?)

where the summations are extended ove
torsional and out�of
distances of non�bonded atoms,

, that webelieve that these contributions are less important), such as the
inter-molecular three-bod for s mentioned_ahona; or potential_____________g___,_____;i____��.___ _f unctions of more than one internal coordinate which are alF f pl for vibrational normal modE�EEaIyEiE�EE�be�d�;J�_��k-_�_�;£Iu£l

iscussed later.

these single variable potential
, otherwise we would not insert thethree dots to cover-up the shortcomings of the assumption of

additivity. Furthermore, the assumption of additivity was not
deduced or supported by quantum mechanical considerations. It was
mainly deduced from a very large body of experimental data from
many branches of physical chemistry, some of which will be discussed
in the next section, when the application of energy calculations to
the analysis of experimental data will be introduced.

. Tramsferahility means that theenergy functions which give a satisfactory description of
the physico�chemical properties of one molecule, may be used with confidence to

ential functions it is possible
, small�size molecules, and
cules such as proteins and

g so we should always remember that
, is an empirical and approximate

to determine them by studying simple
then.use them in complex,large mole
nucleic acids. However, in doin
transferability, like additivity
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rule, valid only if the concept of similar structure is used pro-
perly.

THE CALCULATIOH DF UBSERHABLE PRQPERTIES

The first major application of inter
was related to the statistical mechanics of real gases.
of the great break�throughs of statistical mechanics that the
"second virial coefficient" was derived in terms of inter�molecular
interaction functions, such as the Lennard-Jones potential. A large
literature has been devoted to this subject which was focussed,
however, only on the simplest molecules, mainly noble gases. The
reason was that intermolecular distances in fluids {gases and fluids)
are in constant dynamic change, and therefore the relation between
the inter�molecular forces and properties of fluids require a
statistical averaging process which erases the details of the
functional form of the intermolecular or interatomic interactions.
Thus potential energy functions are suitable for use in statistical
mechanical calculations, however their validity must be judged by
other observable properties, more directly related to the functional
form of the potentials. Such observables are best introduced and
discussed by considering the main features of the total potential
energy function Vtgtgl {Equation (l?)) as a whole, ignoring at this
level the details of its components.

�molecular energy functions
It was one

lecular system is naturally a function of
ture may be represented in various ways. One

tesian coordinates of all the atoms which
comprise the system. If the system is a single molecule, whether
small or large, the positions of its n atoms are specified by 3n
Cartesian coordinates, which we shall denote simbolically by a
single vector r. If the system is, say, a crystal, then,r may be
considered as representing the atomic coordinates of the atoms in

cell together with the translation_vectors of the unit cell.
lar system is by specifying the

Vtgtgl of any mo
structure. The struc
way is to specify the Car

one unit
another way to represent the molecu
internal coordinates (bond lengths, bond angles, torsional angles),
from which all interatomic distances may be calculated by standard
mathematical devices. Whatever representation we choose, r rep-
resents the detailed structure of the molecular system. Now con-
sider the molecular system to be at equilibrium. Then its vector
r has an equilibrium values, rg, for which the total energy function
vtgta1(rD) is at its minimum. Let us now develop vtotal in a Taylor
series around rg.

vtotal(E) = vtotal(Eo)+E(avtotalf3ri)o �ri +
+ A-E E (32? {Br Br ) dr dr + (18)zij total i .jo i j
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where ri and dri are the components of 5 and of small deviations
from rg, respectively. A close examination of this expression will
show a whole world of applications to energy calculations of mole-
cular properties.

Molecular and Crystal Energies and the Corresponding Thermodyanic
Functions

VtDta1(§D), the first term in the Taylor expansion (Equation
(18)), is the molecular energy at equilibrium. The corresponding
experimental, measurable property is the heat of atomization (or &#39;
some related functions such as the heat of formation,or&#39;the heat of
combustion) of the system. In comparing the two, we have to take
into consideration their differences. The heat (Gr enthalpy} of
atomization is a thermodynamic function related to thermal agitation
and temperature, while UtDtal(gG) represents the energy of a single
microscopically defined state." The heat of atomisation&#39;s major
component is the quantum mechanical energy of formation (or dis-
sociation) of the chemical bonds, which is represented by Morse
potentials for the various types of bonds (Equation (33)) as well
as by other terms of intramolecular interactions included in Vtotal.
It includes, however, other contributions which must be taken into
account. First, there is the sero�point energy, which is the vib-
rational energy of the lowest vibrational quantum state corresponding
to zero absolute temperature. Then there are the energies of mole-
cular translations, rotations and vibrations in
packing energy of the crystal lattice and the m
vibrations in the solid phase. These quantities are functions of
thermodynamic variables such as temperature. They can be calculated
from Vtgtal, as we shall see below.

the gas phase, or the
olecular and lattice

Examples are the cis�trans difference o
the chair�half�chair�boat conformational tra
or the trans�gauche transition in alkanes.
point energy and the other thermodynamic con
out to a good approximation, and the corres
is then simpler.

f the peptide bond,
nsitions of sugar rings,
In such cases,-the zero-
tributions may cancel

pondence to experiment

when intermolecular interactions are included in Vtgtal, it is
possible to consider VtDtal(n] as representing macroscopic condensed
phases, i.e. solids, liquids and solutions.A very useful and simple
example is the lattice energy of crystals, or the sublimation
energy, i.e. the energy of crystal�to�gas transition. For rigid
molecules, which maintain the same structure in gas and solid
phases, the sublimation process involves work against inter-molecular
forces only. The intramolecular energy and the enthalpy of molecular

-..r-.._-.. ,.  - ----���~-w-F---"*2 &#39;



vibrations remain invariant. Therefore, the heat of sublimation is
an important source of information on intermolecular energy poten-

Note, however, that here again, when energy calculations of
crystal packing are compared with experimental heat of sublimation,
enthalpy corrections, for translations,rotations and the pH term
in the gas and for lattice vibrations in the solid, are required.
Such corrections may be estimated satisfactorily by classical
thermodynamicslb.

Eguilibrium Structure of Molecules and Crystals

_ The equilibrium structure of molecules, as well as that of
molecular crystals is calculated from the second term of the Taylor
expansion of Vtgtal�g), Equation (l3). Since the equilibrium
structure is the Stfuttur� for which the energy function Vt�tal
obtains a minimum value, all derivatives of Vtotal with respect to
the components of 3, namely the gradient of vt�tal (denoted grad
vtotal} must Va�i�h at rQ- The set of equations

-Mr

(19)llEV {r)fBr U i=l,...,3n
total ~ i

may therefore be used to solve for £0. Computer programs are
available to obtain numerical solutions of Equation (19), and

for such solutions have been studied extensively.
One starts

If the

various algorithms
The general idea of all such algorithms is the same:
at any nonrequilibrium value 3 and calculates grad Utotal.
gradient does not vanish, 5 is changed to I+§;, where o; is
calculated in such a way as to move r in the direction of go.I&#39;M:

s iterated until finally the minimum is reached to the
The

process i
desired precision.

The choice of the appropriate minimisation method is very
important in energy calculations. The simplest method of solving
Equation (l9) is the "steepest descent" method. At each iteration
the vector grad Vtotal is calculated, and a �line search� is per-
formed along the direction of the gradient. That is to say that
the value of Vt�tal is calculated at several points along the
direction of the gradient, and a minimum point is obtained by
interpolation between these points. The method is "stable", in
the sense that each iteration leads to a new point of lower value
of Utotal. However it usually gets stuck by progressively slow
convergence.

panded in aFast convergence is obtained if grad Vtotal is ex 
In

Taylor series around the&#39;(yet unknown) point of minimum rg.
matrix notation such expansion is written as "

if ) = grad V (20)t�tal _D (I) + F{r)ér + ...grad V total
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where dg=pG-p and E is a matrix whose components are
3éytgta1{£)f3ri3rj . Since grad VtUta1(gD) is zero by definition,
one obtains an equation for 6g

6r = �F l(r)grad V(E) (21)
This method, called the Newton�Raphson method, yields the minimum in
one step, provided the higher terms in the Taylor series are neg-
ligible, which is approximately true for points near the minimum
of any well behaved function. Therefore, starting near the minimum,
a few iterations of Equation (21) converge progressively to the
minimum. Such a convergence is called "quadratic convergence�
since for a quadratic function the higher terms are precisely zero
and the exact minimum is reached by Equation (21) in one step.
There are however difficulties with this algorithm. First, when
E is far away from the minimum the method may be unstable, namely
�g derived by Equation (21) may move r away from minimum. Second,
the inverse of E does not exist if E is singular, so that j�1 in
Equation (21) must be replaced by g+_the "generalized inverse"
matrixlb. Third, when Utotal is a function of a great number of
variables, as is the case for Vt�tal of biological macromolecules,
the calculation, storage and manipulation of the matrix F becomes
technically unmanageable. �

To overcome these difficulties, new methods have been developed
which combine the advantages of the steepest descent and the Newton-
Raphson methods but avoid their pitfalls. Such methods are both
stable and fast converging. Among these the most suitable for
energy calculations in molecular biology is the so called "conjugate
gradient" method1?. Its great advantage is that like the steepest
descent method its requirements for computer memory space is pro-
portional to the number c�? variables (3n for a molecules of n
atoms), while other methods, like the Newton�Raphson, require
memory space proportional to the square of the number of variables.
We shall explain here the basic ideas behind the "conjugate gradient"
method, while skipping the mathematical details. &#39;

The method starts at the first iteration like the steepest
descent, by a "line search" along the direction of the gradient.
at the second, third, or in general at the i&#39;th iteration, the new
direction of the line search is determined by a linear combination
of the gradient at the present point (i) and the direction of line
search at the previous point (i�l). The coefficients of the linear
combination are chosen, very cleverly,such that if the function to
be minimised is quadratic to a good approximation then two mjor
goals are achieved: 1) Each new direction of search is linearly
independent of all previous directions of search. 2) The minimum
along the direction of the line search at each iteration is also
the minimum of the function in the whole subspace spanned by all



previous directions. That is to say, after i iterations we obtain
the minimum of the function in the.subspace spanned by the first
i directions. Therefore, if V is a quadratic function of N variables,
the total minimum must be reached in exactly N steps. The fast
convergence and modest requirements for memory space make the
conjugate gradient method a best choice for minimizing the energy
of proteins and other biopolymers.

Vibrational Modes in Molecules and Crystals

We come to the third term in the expansion of the energy in a

Taylor series around equilibrium, Equation (18). It represents
the energy of the system due to small deviations of the {atomic or
internal) coordinates from their equilibrium values. Such devi-
ations must exist, because the uncertainty principle of quantum
mechanics implies that molecules P055355 a vibrational energy even
at absolute zero temperature (zero point energy}.

The derivation of vibrational energy of molecules and crystals
is linked to the concept of normal modes of vibrations. Consider
a single polyatomic molecule in a gas, composed of n atoms. Each
atom has three degrees of freedom, therefore the molecule has 3n
degrees of freedom, Molecular translations and rotations use up 3
degrees of freedom each. The remaining 3n�6 are vibrational degrees
of freedom, in which the atoms participate collectively, since an
atom cannot move within the molecule without exerting forces on its
neighbours. Thus to each vibrational degree of freedom.there
corresponds a collective, "normal", or "fundamental" mode of vib-
ration with a characteristic frequency.

The calculation of these normal modes can be performed in the
"harmonic approximation" by using the third (last) term of Equation
(l8). The higher, neglected terms would then supply the "anharnomic
corrections" to the harmonic normal modes?

There is an extensive literature on the noraml mode anal sis
of polyatomic molecules. The classical treaties by Hersbergl and
by Wilson19 make use of symmetry properties of polyatomic molecules
and the theory of group representations. Howeyer, the application
of potential functions to normal mode gnelygia�D is made much simpler
and straightuforward, mostly thanks to the availability of fast
computers with large memory-space.. Symmetry properties of the
system are neither needed nor assumed, rather, they are derived
for both the equilibrium structure and the normal vibratihns around
equilibrium.
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We give here a brief summary of the derivation of normal
from potential energy functions in its simplest form. The reader
is refered to Ref. (20) for further details.

The potential energyof vibrations around the equilibrium conformat&#39;
Equation (18) -&#39;

modes

it vanishes at equi-librium. It is presented in matrix notation by

Vma<:�:o+s> - "~�m.;<z..> = % 62-:?.F<:&#39; )6: +  <22)
quilibrium structure is represented here in

Its 3n components are the x
nates of the n atoms of the molecule,
order; since

,y and z coordi-
chosen in any convenient

5; represents the deviations from equilibrium during
&#39; , it is a function of time. The row vector

is the transpose of the column vector �r; _f{r ) is the matrix
or the second derivatives of ?tUtal at $0. Cartesian coordinates
are used because only in these coordinates is the kinetic energy
given in the simple form

rcag-) = % 51�-&#39; 31 53} (23)I

where d§=d6§fdt is the vector of atomic velocities. M is a dia-
gonal matrix of the atomic masses,each atomic mass appearingthrice, once for each Cartesian coordinate of that atom.

From the potential and kinetic energies,
equations of motion for all atoms in the
obtained:

the simultaneous
molecule are readily

M as + F(rU)6r = 0 (2a)
where d� is the vector of atomic accelerations.

This is in facta very simple form of Newton&#39;s equations of motion.
It says thatfor each atom i the acceleration dfi times the mass Mi is equal

to the force -2-Fijdrj excerted by all other atoms. A normal modeof vibration nigh a frequency U and a vector amplitude éro, whose
components are the amplitudes of the atoms participating in the
normal mode, is expressed in vector notation by 6g=6£Dexp{2�ivt).
The corresponding acceleration vector is 5§=�(2WU)2or0exp(2�ivt).
when these expressions are inserted in Equation (Ed), a set of
algebraic equations

our ) - c2w32M1«sr = 0
than -\Iul&#39;D "H "H-"D (25)

is obtained for the amplitudes of the normal modes and
corresponding frequencies. In the standard mathemati
this is a typical �eigen value problem�.
matrices is 3n, there must be 3n solutions
a characteristic vector, or "eigenvector�

their

cal language
Since the order of the
. Each solution yields

, which is the vector-
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amplitude of a normal mode. To each �eigenvector"
an "eigenvalue" representing the characteristic fre
normal mode. Six of the 3n frequencies are zero,
the 3 translations and 3 rotations of the molecule
3n~6 are the molecular harmonic frequencies.
are derived in Cartesian coordinates,
internal coordinates where the
modes are easily recognized.

there belongs
quency of this

,and the remaining
Once the eigenvectors

they can be transformed to
symmetry properties of the normal

modes is
. It requires one and

, provided sufficient computer
much more than a

and the equilibrium structure, and the d

Hblecular vibrations contain much information about the
molecular energy surface in the whle vicinity.of the equilibr&#39;
conformation, since they depend on the curvature of the energy
surface around equilibrium. Therefore, the representation of
Vtotal as a sum of functions of single variables,

for calculations of
However, it should be noted that if

from Vtotal, then the coefficients of
cannot be transfered from spectroscopy

molecular structure
cross terms are omitted

the singlewvariable functions

les. Byextending the potential energy � &#39;
of molecular crystale,the &#39;
ohtainedzl. The 6 degrees
rotations in the gas phase
lattice vibrations and , same molecular

molecules,
plit.by the asymmetricenvironment of the molecules in the crystal.
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3.5 Wall
rotations and vibratio
cells, the vibrational
temperature, and the main contributor to tsuch as enthalpy, free energy, specific heat and

According to the lassical statisticalthermodynamics,the kin &#39; &#39; &#39;

over all degrees
of energy at a temperature
molecular translations,
ternal rotations obtain

potential energy). Forexample, alanine has 13 atoms, 1 e 39 degrees of freedom Assumingfree rotation around p and v and hindered rotation around the C��C3bond, 8 degrees of freedom are

, an energy_ gas phase due to translationsrotatl�na and vibrations, namely over and above its equilibrium
potential energy vtDtal(£D}u according to cla &#39;
thermodynamics, the energy of
degrees of freedom, and is ind
distribution. However
by experiment. The

which tends to the classical limit kT either at hi
or at low frequencies (hv<<kT), and to the
�hv for hU>akT. The vibrational free ener

% in: + 1.1 ln(l-�e:«:p(�hv,r�kT}
while the vibrational entropy is obtained from the differencebetween energy and free energyI-



CHOICE OF ENERGY PARAMTERS

Theoretical, quantum�mechnical considerations guided us gene-
rally in finding the functional form for many of the potential
energy functions, but not the numerical values of their coefficients,
or energy parameters. These have to be determined, as a rule, by
fitting calculated results to experimental ones. The number of
parameters to be fitted this way for all atoms and groups of atoms
involved in biological molecules is rather large. The experimental
data on which the parameter fitting rests is varied. In some cases
there are not enough data, in other cases they are not sufficiently
accurate. Sometimes different authors derive different parameters
from the same data, which is understandable because the research
objectives as well as personal biases may affect the method by
which the parameters are determined. Consequently, there is not
yet a generally agreed "force field� for molecular biology. {The
term "force field" denotes a set of energy functions and their
parameters, fitted for a given family of molecules). It is to be
expected, however, that force fields will improve as their appli-
cation in chemistry and molecular biology will advance, and that
Darwinian natural selection and survival of the fittest will lead
to better force fields which will be gradually accepted according
to agreed�upon standards.

One useful way to further such a purpose is to establish a
�bench«mark� for an objective comparison of force�fields, namely
an extensive data�base of high�quality experimental results, with
efficient computer programs by which the corresponding theoretical
results from different force-fields can be calculated and compared.
Such a bench�mark for amides and carboxylic acids has been published
recentlyzg, and may serve as a first step in this direction. It
was a natural outcome of the efforts of our group in obtaining a
"consistent force field� for organic molecules and biopolymers.

The Consistent Force Field (OFF) Method______________a.___c____.."_____________

This method consists of a systematic selection of energy
functions, and an objective empirical determination of their para-
meters. Computer programs are prepared for calculating various
observable properties from Vt�tal and a large and varied body of
reliable experimental data, pertaining to whole families of similar
molecules is accumulated for comparison with the calculated results.
The energ parameters are optimized by a non�linear least squares
algorithm H to obtain the best fit between theory and experiment.

We started with a force�field for conformations, vibrations
and enthalpies of cyclic and normal alkanesz�, and extended it to
crystal structures, sublimation energies, lattice vibrations and
thermal expansions of alkanes crystals21. It was then further

__ .__1_,.....-.-�...-_�..-_._ ..._.._,..-..-,_..,�..�_ ._�_�-.- ..-.............._=.. ._. --.--..
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extended to include conformations, vibrations and heats of hydro-
genations of nonwconjugated olefinsz�; conformations and vibrations
of amide�alkane rings (lactams)26; heats of sublimation and crystal
structures of hydrogen bonded crystals of amides15 and carboxylic
acidsll, as well as some of their dipole momentslssll and enthalpies
of dimerization in the gas phase2?.

The families of alkanes, amides and carboxylic acids contain
the constituents which comprise most of the amino acid residues of
protein chains, and indeed the major motivation for deriving a
consistent force field for these families was its potential
application for biopolymers. However, a comprehensive consistent
force field for biological molecules should include more groups
e.g. aromatic and heterocyclic rings, carbohydrate, phosphate and
sulfur groups; it should also extend considerably the consistent
analysis of intra�molecular energy parameters pertaining to poly-
peptide and polynucleotide chains. This could be done fully only
if more experimental data could be accumulated to supply the specific
needs of the consistent force field analysis.

Among the past accomplishments of the consistent force field
method, perhaps the most interesting are those related to the non-
bonded interactions, namely the van der Waals repulsions and
attractions, as well as the Coulomb forces between partial charges
and the hydrogen bond.

The Lennard�Jones (LJ) potential is commonly considered to be
a "l2�6" potential, that is, the exponent n in the repulsive term
ar"� is taken to be n=l2 (see above). Examining the LJ potential
for alkanes, we found that the LJ parameters optimized for intramole�
cular interactions were too low for intermolecular interactions, while
the LJ parameters optimised for intermolecular interactions were
too high fornintramolecular interactions. These trends indicated
that the r_l� dependence is too steep. Trying various values of n
we found that the "9�6� potential (i.e. n=9) was the best for alkanegl.
The same trend was observed in carboxylic acids, and to a lesser
extent in amides.

Extending the consistent force field to hydrogen bonded amide
crystalsl�g we put all hydrogen�bond potentials available in the
literature to the least squares test. The unequivocal, at that time
surprising, result was that there is no need for a special potential
for the hydrogen.bond. The objective parameter�fitting algorithm
of the least�squares led to reasonable Lennard-Jones and partial
charge parameters, while the special functions, representing the
expected covalent character of the hydrogen bond, received neglibibly
small or ill�determined parameters (i.e. having large standard-
deviations). Whether such functions were included or omitted did
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not affect the ultimate fit of calculated and measured crystal
properties.

The same conclusion was obtained again when the consistent
We could then

conclude with confidence that, to a reasonable approximation, the
hydrogen bond is a non�honded interaction between two polar bonds,
where the attractive forces are mainly electrostatic.
Waals radius of the hydrogen atom in the OH or NH bond was found
to be so small as to be practically engulfed by the large Van der
Waals radius of the electronegative atoms N or 0.�-This allowed
the contact distance to become small enough, and the electrostatic
attraction large enough, to make this non-bonded interaction look

force field was extended to carboxylic acidsll.

like a weak bond.

The Van der

As noted above, recent extended ab initio
calculations support this new concept of the hydrogen bond13�1q.

The essence of the EFF method, may be illustrated by Table 1
from the "bench mark� paper

Table 1.

23 The table represents the root mean

Carboxylic Acids and amides by Three Force Fields
Root Mean Square Deviations-of Properties Calculated for

No. of rms dev&#39;

Property Units terms 12-6-1 9-6-1 MEMS
Acids

energy kcalgmol 12 2.486 2.053 2.118
U09 length A 42 0.489 0.30? 0.604

UCV angle dgg 1? 3.456 2.856 4.465
volume g 14 15.911 16.??2 18.876
d<4 g 14 0.24? 0.190 0.322
H---0 dist g 16 0.062 0.0?2 0.058
0&#39;-&#39;0 dist A 16 0.04? 0.071 0.041
C-0� -0 angle deg 16 11.0?1 9.881 14.048
0---0=C angle deg 16 ?.843 7.260 11.286
H---0=C angle deg 16 12.362 12.144 12.985
l80°�0�H---0 deg 16 8.491 ?.?32 11.?10

amides

energy kcalémol 6 1.524 1.930 8.446
UCV length A 36 0.208 0.235 0.261

UCV angle dgg 14 1.824 1.261 2.385
volume § 12 ?.05? 17.79? 13.951
d<4 § 12 0.145 0.145 0.164
H---0 dist g 30 0.049 0.059 0.056
N*&#39;*0 dist A 30 0.055 0.055 0.026
C�N---0 angle deg 22 3.33? 3.525 4.021
Nv-*0=C angle deg 22 5.931 5.502 9.25?
H�--0=C angle deg 30 5.830 5.609 7.329
l80°"NH---0 deg 30 4.396 3.894 4.093
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square deviation (rms dev) between calculated and measured obser�-
vables for three force fields: CFF "12�6�l" (i.e.
and "1" for Coulomb), CFF "9�6�l� and McMs33»39
force field which uses a special function
and theoretical values for dis

, semi�empirical
for the hydrogen bond,

close inter�atomic contact distances (d<4A), and 6

A close examination of this t
the bench mark paper�3 can tell
better and which.observab1es are
for systematic trends of rms deviations,
origin, and indicate the way to replace poorer potentials by better
ones. Thus, for example, it is noted that rms deviations are
smaller in amides than in carboxylic acids
The reason could be traced to two facts:
twice as much hydrogen bonds than carbonylic acids (there are 2 NH
bonds per amide vs one OH bond per carbonyl), and hydrogen bond
distances are better fit to experiment than alkane contact dis-
tances (most terms in �d<4�). The indication is that the alkane
non-bonded interactions need a recvaluation. Indeed we are trying
out some ideas to improve the ?an der Waals potential for alkanes.
Such an improvement may be important for a better representation
of hydrophobic, non polar groups. Hydrophobic regions, typical
of the interior of globular proteins

search for their cause or

d to protein structure, sincethey do not involve solvent (water) interaction with proteins.
Therefore, reducing the errors in the Van der Waals potential tothe level of that of the polar interactions is a desirable goal
from the point of view of potential energy calculations in struc-
tural molecular biology.
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